Tom Hayden and Carl Oglesby were for the sds (Students for a Democratic Society) in the us, and Rudi Dutschke was for Sozialistische Deutsche Studentenbund (Socialist German Student Union) in West Germany.
2 Both
Hayden and Oglesby had been presidents of sds. Hayden had written the draft of the Port Huron Statement in 1962 and visited Vietnam in 1965, and Oglesby was a member of the iwct, participated in both sessions and wrote about it.
December 1964, Ali asks if he can buy two pamphlets on Vietnam. I sent an early draft of this review to Ali, who answered: "Hi: Read your review which I like ... what seems missed out is the role of Jean-Paul Sartre whose involvement was as important as that of Russell ... in fact the two philosophers made an amazing duo. It's a pity if Ernie left the French out because they were crucial to the operation...." 2 For a well-researched and favourably received book about the relationship between the sds in West Germany and the sds in the United States and international relations between the different student movements in general, which all had one common interest: to stop the United States' aggressive war in Indochina, see Klimke's The Other Alliance (2010) , where he also refers to a cia investigation "International Connections of us Peace Groups" (available at: http://www.foia.cia.gov/sites/default/ files/document_conversions/89801/DOC_0000538627.pdf ). It shows how concerned Johnson was about the possible effects of the Russell Tribunal.
Klimke says that in the report: "People like Dave Dellinger and Tom Hayden stood out as main organizers and international intermediaries, the latter especially because of his visit and contacts with Hanoi. The 'National Mobilization Committee' was the main link between them and had, next to the 'War Crimes Tribunal' organized by Bertrand Russell, succeeded in rallying internationally coordinated opposition against u.s. actions in Vietnam" (p. 205, n. 50) . At the Lyndon B. Johnson Library and Museum in Austin, there is a National Security File, Vietnam Country file with a special folder for "The Bertrand Russell 'Trial'", which contains a number of documents related to Russell and the iwct. Johnson was worried that the Russell Tribunal would get a lot of attention and open up the eyes of the world to what really was going on in Southeast Asia. Walt Rostow, who served as Special Assistant for National Security Affairs to Johnson in 1966-69, reported that "You may be interested-and a little cheered-by the usia summary of European Press reaction to the shenanigans in Stockholm" (5 May 1967: Rostow to President: box 191: WH70255) . The immediate reaction in the major European newspapers gave, according to Rostow, no reason to fear the impact of the Tribunal's conclusions.
Three weeks after the first session was over, the Six Day War (5-10 June 1967) broke out, which directed the media's attention from the Vietnam War to a conflict that is ongoing. Russell's statement on the Middle East, dated 31 January 1970, and read on 3 February, the day after his death, to an International Conference of Parliamentarians in Cairo, leaves no doubt that what Russell said then is still relevant today. See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdkBgE8tFRI.
David Dellinger was a member of the iwct and has written about this and his relationship with sds in From Yale to Jail (1993) : "… the students had introduced a new spirit into the debate over Vietnam. They had refused to let narrowness on both sides of the Cold War obscure the real issue. They had become a force to be reckoned with " (p. 199) .
Tate has also much of interest to say about the British students and their part in the vsc, the img and the anti-war movement in general. Without the students' protests, particularly those in the us who faced the draft, the antiwar movement would have lacked an important source of energy. Many student organizations turned to Russell for support, which he gladly gave in the form of statements, letters and sometimes tape recordings such as one to the students gathered at Berkeley for a teach-in in May 1965 to show his support for their Vietnam Day. 3 ii. enter russell stetler Almost two years earlier a young American student, Russell Dearnley Stetler, Jr., who was chair of the Student Peace Union of Haverford College and Bryn Mawr College, had written to Russell asking for information and Russell's most recent opinions on the crisis in South Vietnam and offering to publicize Russell's letter in the New York Times about chemical warfare. He ended the letter by saying: "I congratulate you for your continued efforts in the cause of world peace and hope that you will reply as soon as possible to insure a quick union of our energies in opposing the war in South Vietnam" (25 Sept. 1963 , ra1 640, box 1.55).
Russell replied three days later with more information about his publications on the war, ending the letter: "I wish you every success with your efforts and hope you will keep me informed with regards to their progress" (ra1 640, box 1.50). This Stetler did, and in a Christmas card he informed Russell that:
Better informed through your help, my chapter of the Student Peace Union led others in a demonstration 30 Oct. '63 when Pres. Kennedy was last in Phila. (In treatment not unlike that which you received, the New York Times denied the existence of our demonstration. Local news coverage was good.) We still seek dramatic means of publicizing the atrocities and deceit in Vietnam and would welcome your suggestions. Tomorrow-the 3rd anniversary of the Liberation Nat'l Front of South Vietnam-will pass uncelebrated in this country. What is to be done?" (Box 4.5) What Stetler did, among several other things, was to write an article, "Vietnam: the Whole Brutal Business", which he sent to Russell and asked him to supply an introduction 4 and help him to get it published. After unsuccessful attempts, Stetler seems to have suggested to Russell that the brpf could publish it, because on 15 September 1964 Russell wrote: "I shall certainly discuss with Ralph Schoenman and Christopher Farley your suggestion about your manuscript on Vietnam" (box 1.8) .
The end result was that Stetler's article was published by the brpf together with an article by Russell, "War and Atrocity in Vietnam" , which already had been published in Views in the spring, under the same title. This is the information given about Stetler:
… is an undergraduate at Haverford College, Pennsylvania, and the founder of the May 2nd Committee which has vigorously opposed the war in Vietnam. He wrote to Bertrand Russell asking for information about the war, and upon receiving it began a campaign which took him to over 50 universities. He has organized both the collection of money for the dispatch of medical supplies to the National Liberation Front, as a token of American protest against the war, and the publishing of advertisements in American newspapers signed by a large number of students which stated their refusal to fight in Vietnam.
As a result of his individual opposition to the war in Vietnam Mr. Stetler has faced continued harassment. This has included hearings before the Philadelphia Mr. Stetler's article "Vietnam: The Whole Brutal Business" is an exceedingly valuable study of a war characterised by atrocity and sustained cruelty. In the course of this anti-colonial struggle which is at least twenty years old, the United States has conducted a war of oppression against the population. Mr. Stetler traces the attempts to solve the conflict in Indo-China through international agreement and neutral status. He shows how the United States sabotaged free elections in violation of Geneva Agreements, introduced chemical warfare and vast internment camps, sustained corrupt dictators and destroyed immense areas of Vietnam.
His study makes clear that the United States has been guilty of aggression and frustrated a popular movement for national independence and social reform. If Communism comes to the South of Vietnam it will be owing to American attempts to destroy milder attempts at social change. I hope this article will be read widely and will contribute to a greater public understanding and, consequently, a demand for an end to this war. There is time to prevent calamity in Southeast Asia if the Great Powers agree on neutrality and non-intervention. It is fashionable to think that intervention and attempts at domination are always Communist in origin. This article shows that in Southeast Asia popular reform and national movements are suffering from intervention by the Central Intelligence Agency and domination from the United States. I do not believe this serves true American national interests or the peace of the world.
(ra1 220.026560, box 3.72)
School Board for the withdrawal of his scholarship, visits from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, seizure of his letters, and the serious possibility of a charge of sedition which is, at the time of writing, under consideration by the us Attorney General. Schlesinger's book Chomsky comments on the same passage: "The question is not directly answered, but the implication is that stupidity and ignorance, rather than pursuit of self-interest, are to blame for the bitter heritage" ("The Bitter Heritage: a Review" [1969] , p. 238).
Stetler was not impressed by Schlesinger's position and argumentation: "In judging the book, we might feel that Schlesinger had prostituted himself, if he had ever been a different man. But it would be illogical to expect a different book from him. Arthur Schlesinger wears the stain of Cuban blood for the lies he told to mask the Bay of Pigs. For Vietnam, the uncompleted hell, he has a cold sweat; his pores exude carrion stench. Ever loyal to his president and to his Party, to his Bill of Rights and to his reason, yet he cannot be a man " (p. 20) .
Regarding China's policy vis-à-vis American aggression, see Whiting, The Chinese Calculus of Deterrence (1975) , Chap. 6, "Indochina and prc Deterrence", and his "China's Role in the Vietnam War" (1993) . See also Chap. 6, "Confronting u.s. Escalation 1964 -1965 ", in Qiang Zhai's China and the Vietnam Wars 1950 -1975 (2000 "You have provided enough material on the background to the setting up of the Tribunal, but you did not provide the whole picture. The Tribunal became successful because of the support committees, specially the Swedish one that took the burden of seeing to it that the Tribunal could resume its work, after de Gaulle banned the Tribunal in Paris. This I think you could add some material on in your work.
"When it moved to Stockholm, the Tribunal took a life of its own and nobody was totally in control of its course. At the end of every day session, a meeting to discuss the session and what to do the following day took place daily. In attendance were the members of the Tribunal and the Secretariat.
"The Russell Tribunal was very important for Vietnam and the world people, for once an initiative of global scale had successfully been pursued independently of the traditional social democrats, communists or state-sponsored initiative. It took on the super-power United States, while not getting support from communist countries like the Soviet Union and China."
For more information on Limqueco, see Fredrik Lindblad, "The International War Crimes Tribunal. Stockholmsessionen 2-10 maj 1967. Förberedelser, mottagande och genomförande i Sverige".
Geoff and Pat had seen them only a few times, and mostly on social occasions" (2: 226). From reading Farley's essay "Bertrand Russell: Reminiscences and Reflections", 11 I get the impression that he had a friendly professional relationship with Bertie.
iii. ralph schoenman In the introduction Tate says: "In the course of this activity, I had the good fortune to meet the folks of the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation (brpf) and Bertrand Russell's formidable secretary, Ralph Schoenman" (2: 1), who, with his charisma and energy, was a master in recruiting people with radical leanings to work, often as unpaid volunteers, for the different projects that he initiated together with Russell, particularly the establishment of the iwct, which needed a lot of foot-soldiers. In a 2014 email to me Tate writes: "In fact, there were many volunteers around the Foundation in those years who were only too willing to help out with its various projects."
In Ernest Tate, Russell's private secretary found a loyal and hardworking comrade, although Schoenman did not present himself as a Trotskyist, who together with other members of the future img did most of the day-to-day work for the Russell Tribunal's Working Committee.
With Tate as a guide the reader gets a good glimpse of all the work that was performed behind the scenes by Chris Farley, Pamela Wood and a number of Trotskyists, particularly Coates, Jordan and Coggan.
In the third chapter, "Ralph Schoenman and the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation", Tate describes how he met Schoenman and was engaged in the vsc and the preparatory work for the iwct. Recognizing that Russell and Schoenman's positions came from deep feelings of empathy for the most oppressed of the world, he found their line of building solidarity with the nlf very appealing and consistent with what he and other opponents of the American invasion of Vietnam had been doing in North America.
He thought that Schoenman saw that, on the issue of Vietnam, he and his Russell in Review (1976) . 12 In Bertrand Russell's Philosophy (1974) . 13 Clark, appendix.
American friends were different from many on the British Left, who were uniformly sectarian towards Russell and had taken very weak positions on the war and did not see any need to make special efforts to oppose it (2: 39).
14 According to Tate, this probably had a lot to do with the fact that Wilson and a majority of the Labour Government had sold their souls to Washington in exchange for a huge loan to bolster the pound. This prevented Wilson from officially opposing the American war of aggression in Southeast Asia, but to Johnson's great disappointment he refused to send troops. Tate's immediate impression of Schoenman was that "he was a very bright man who could have been successful in any field of endeavour he chose to enter, an appreciation that only increased over the two or three years I worked with him." There were many who claimed that Russell was but a figurehead and mouthpiece for Schoenman, but Tate writes "in my limited contact with the Foundation I saw no evidence of this" (2: 41).
Tate's chapters on Schoenman and the brpf and the Russell Tribunal supplement the Klinghoffers' book about International Citizens' Tribunals.
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One big difference is that the Klinghoffers often rely on the testimonies of David Horowitz, 16 who marked out his own niche as the sole employee of the 14 I sent an early version of this review to Noam Chomsky, who replied by email on 21
June 2014: "Sounds like an interesting book. The comment on the passivity of the British left with regard to Vietnam reminds me of personal experiences. Peggy Duff, who as I'm sure you know was the major figure in organizing British and international protests, sometimes invited IF Stone and me to London to give talks because she couldn't find British counterparts. I saw it more closely when I was Locke lecturer at Oxford in 1969. Students by then were very active and engaged, but not faculty, including left faculty. I spent many evenings speaking to/with student groups because they could find no one on the faculty to do the same. In one remarkable incident, after Robin Blackburn was expelled from lse for supporting students, a few people at Oxford organized an embarrassingly mild protest and support statement. Signers were almost all American visitors. We couldn't find others." One who attended Chomsky's Locke Lectures was Christopher Hitchens, who in his Hitch-22 (2010) says that he "also read Bertrand Russell's appeal to forget about the insipid slogan of 'peace' and take the side of the fighting Vietcong"(p. 81). There are three letters from Hitchens to Russell in the Russell Archives, which were answered by Russell, Schoenman and Farley. When the correspondence ends in June 1967, Hitchens is still not convinced that more violence will help the situation and urges Russell to reconsider his position. Hitchens also says that by the time he enrolled as a student at Balliol College 'he was already a militant 'student' member of the International Socialist groupuscule, as such factions were to become known after the momentously imminent events in France" (p. 87 Feinberg and Kasrils also have a chapter on "The Black Revolt". Russell felt strong sympathy for the black community and not least the young black man who could be drafted to kill the yellow man to defend the country the white man had stolen from the red man. See particularly "Bertrand Russell's Appeal to Negro Soldiers in Vietnam" (1966) .
the American aggression was doing to the Vietnamese people" (2: 58).
The genesis of the brpf was, according to Tate, primarily stimulated by the Cuban Missile Crisis, when the world appeared to be on the verge of nuclear annihilation. This fear was for Russell the main motivating factor for his pleas for nuclear disarmament and peace during the last quarter of his life. Tate writes: "it is generally recognized by many students of that crisis that the Russell-Khrushchev correspondence was a factor in helping to de-escalate it" (2: 60). Villagers of Penrhyndeudraeth celebrated Russell as the saviour of the world, but, as far as I know, no historians of the incident give credit to Russell's intervention. They might be wrong, but I wish Tate had supplied supporting references for his claim.
Tate goes on to assert (2: 62) that Russell supported the nuclear bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and "called for a war against the Soviet Union" (to force them to accept the Baruch Plan), "but by 1965 he had discarded his position of 'neutralism' and had become a resolute anti-imperialist, sitting on the editorial board of The Week and militantly backing the Vietnamese National Liberation Front" (ibid.). This makes one wonder about the meaning of the "P" in the acronym brpf. Russell published several articles in The Week, in which one can follow the development of the vsc and the iwct, as well as in The Militant and Intercontinental Press, two weekly magazines with Trotskyist connections.
The general atmosphere among the many different leftist groups that Tate talks about reminds me very much of sentiments that you can find in sectarian religious groups, where intolerance of those who seem to be closest to your group's beliefs, values and norms are the real enemies, who are to be cursed with the same strong passion that the Jews of Amsterdam excommunicated Spinoza, Russell's favourite philosopher.
By I was interested in your suggestion of an international tribunal to pass judgment on Johnson for his murder of North Vietnamese civilians. The idea is attractive but it has been our experience that to organise effective international actions involving the sort of people who might be asked to take part in such a tribunal, requires about three months' preparations. Because the situation in Vietnam is 21 A truncated version was published in The Week, 5, no. 14 (7 April 1966). The whole "Speech on Radio Hanoi to Fellow Americans", 5 pages, and signed Ralph Schoenman, February 1966, is in ra box 10.12 (.175053). There is no mention of a war crimes tribunal here, although the idea had already been hatched. 22 
Schwartz has written about his work for the Russell Tribunal in A Mathematician
Grappling with His Century (2001). He says: "The idea of a tribunal was put forth by Bertrand Russell himself. It was received enthusiastically by the Vietnamese and by Ho Chi Minh. There was already a Commission in Viet-Nam, presided by Pham Van Bach, which listed American crimes and collected a huge number of documents. Ho Chi Minh proposed that the Tribunal send a mission to Viet-Nam to take the entire set of documents from the Vietnamese Commission. The Tribunal would judge. Russell and Schoenman quickly protested: that would make it equivalent to a 'mock tribunal'. To be truly impartial, the Tribunal would have to run its investigations by itself, and send its own agents to Viet-Nam to interview people and verify the documents" (p. 402). changing rapidly and also because our resources are already stretched to the limit, I fear that it will not be possible for us to take up your suggestion. I heard him talk with an amazing intensity about the world. He was emotional, which I found a refreshing quality; encountering someone like him in Britain came as a pleasant surprise. He told me of an idea that had occurred to him one day after reading reports of the scale of the u.s. bombings in Vietnam. He wanted to set up a Nuremberg-style tribunal to arraign the United States for war crimes against the people of Vietnam and humanity.
(P. 49)
For some reason, Schoenman did not reveal that he himself had first got it from someone else (Arnoni) just about a month earlier.
Caroline Moorehead says that Schoenman on his return from Vietnam in early 1966 paid a call one evening on his lse tutor, Ralph Miliband. "It was here-according to Miliband-that, sitting at the kitchen table, the idea for a tribunal was really born."
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The problem with this version is that Schoenman had started to prepare the ground for a War Crimes Tribunal along the lines of Arnoni as soon as he received the letter. He brought the idea with him to the Helsinki Peace Conference in July 1965 and talked to representatives of the nlf about it.
Moorehead's version can be compared to the one that Edith Russell gives in her notes to Clark's biography where he discusses Schoenman's claims of being the originator of all of Russell's projects. She says:
23 The letter is quoted in Clark, p. 624, which was where I first heard of Arnoni's idea. 24 See Moorehead, Bertrand Russell (1992) , p. 523. I remember B. remarking that the nuclear expansion was analogous to War Crimes and that there had been a War Crimes Tribunal held against the Nazis and could be in the case of nuclear expansion. But he did not favour such a procedure. In the case of war crimes in Vietnam there was much to be said in its favour. But he remained hesitant, arguing the matter with R.S. and every one else. At last there was a meeting at Hasker Street of young men from the New Left Review, London University, London School of Economics [Miliband?], and certain of R.S's colleagues. There was much well-informed argument. Finally the arguments in favour of a War Crimes Tribunal won and B. agreed to support it.
(At a meeting not attended by B.) R.S. was made Director-General of the War Crimes Tribunal out of deference to B. who, it was thought, would wish it. But B. did not wish it. He was not consulted and was horrified when he learned of it, foreseeing in broad outline a good many of the disasters that the appointment brought about. There was, however, nothing he could do about it once the appointment was made. B. had already become disillusioned by R.S's ability to toss away money, and by his tactless self-importance and lack of good judgment.
In a following comment regarding Clark's saying that Russell never became senile-"but in the nature of things he allowed more and more of his affairs to be handled by the thrusting young American. Eventually, he disowned him"-she says that "B. wanted to 'disown' R.S. long before he did so, but he was begged not to do so by R.S's colleagues in the Foundation. I thought these colleagues quite wrong. But I believe that they behaved honourably (though sometimes ignorantly) in opposing the ousting of R.S."
25

Edith Russell's memories fit well with what Horowitz wrote in "Bertrand
Russell: the Final Passion" where he describes his first meeting with Russell "on a crisply clear day early in the fall of 1964" and continues: "The gathering which I had come to attend was a meeting of the members of the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation to discuss plans for setting up an International War Crimes Tribunal to investigate America's war in Vietnam" (p. 38) .
A problem with Horowitz's memory is that 1964 must have been 1965 to fit all other information. I emailed him, and he replied on 11 June 2014: I am somewhat shaky when it comes to dates, particularly at my age now. Schoenman was moving everything at the Peace Foundation, it was totally his show. He was both an intimidating and also a commanding person. I remember saying to some of my leftist friends that the only person I knew on the left who was capable of walking into the ruling class board room or the Pentagon and saying "We're taking over" was Schoenman. I was the only one at the Foundation that had doubts and voiced them. I moved my research operation away from him. I am sure he manipulated Russell and set his agendas including the War Crimes Tribunal. All I remember is that Ralph and I went to Deutscher's house where Ralph laid out his ideas for a War Crimes Tribunal. Deutscher strongly opposed it because it was inevitably corrupt. The War Crimes Tribunal after the Second World War which was the model was merely the victors sitting in judgment on the vanquished. Deutscher wanted a Commission of Inquiry modeled on the Dewey Commission. Because it wasn't legalistic like a Tribunal, you could issue a "revolutionary manifesto" when it was concluded. Ralph disregarded Deutscher and went on with his plans. Because I was independent minded and had conflicts with Ralph, and knew more than he did about revolutionary history, he excluded me from all the meetings and the plans. I was so skeptical of the Tribunal that I had nothing to do with it. I'm sorry but this makes me pretty unhelpful. Why are you doing a book on the Tribunal? It was pathetic, dishonest and a disgrace, a Communist propaganda show.
The meeting Horowitz walked into in fall 1965 was probably a different one from the one Edith Russell mentions, which likely took place before the Helsinki conference in July, when the form of an iwct was still being discussed.
In his Autobiography Russell says that from shortly before April 1963, more and more of his time and thought was being absorbed by the war being waged in Vietnam. For four years he had been searching for some effective means to help make known to the world the unbelievable cruelty of the United States in its attempt to subjugate South Vietnam. "It became clear to me that the combination of aggression, experimental weapons, indiscriminate warfare and concentration camp programmes required a more thorough and formal investigation than I was able to manage" (Auto. 3: 170).
Russell had already reacted promptly when Johnson ordered air attacks on North Vietnam at the beginning of August 1964. In "Statement on the Attacks on North Vietnam", dated 7 August, Russell wrote: "I hope the United Nations will demand American agreement to a Conference such as that held in 1954 or condemn the United States as an aggressor " (ra2 229.148376 
v. russell's call for the tribunal
Russell's statement was not a call for an independent iwct, but considering the powerlessness of the un, he probably realized that if anything was to be done about it, he would have to do it himself, in order to prevent the Crime of Silence. In a letter addressed to the un Security Council 9 February 1965, Russell wrote: "I hope the American action in North Vietnam will be condemned as aggression at the United Nations and that it will be abandoned as a result of protests in every part of the world" (ra2 320.182091). U Thant answered on 26 February: "As you know, I have stated my views on this problem several times in the past. I have always maintained that only political and diplomatic methods of negotiation and discussion will find a peaceful solution and I have more than once appealed earnestly to all parties concerned to co-operate in achieving such a solution" (ra2 320.182092).
Until then Russell had never explicitly asked U Thant to revive the Nuremberg Tribunal and accuse the us of crimes against the peace and war crimes. One problem was that "aggression" was not defined and still isn't, which is a major problem for the status of international criminal law. This was outside U Thant's jurisdiction, but when the My Lai Massacre was revealed to the public in November 1969, Russell sent him an open letter on 1 December: I am sending you this open letter at a time when the peoples of the Western world are learning at last something of the barbarous character of the war against the people of Vietnam. Former members of the u.s. forces in Vietnam are coming forward daily with new evidence of torture and genocide. It is clear that we have heard only the beginning of these reports. When they were investigated by the International War Crimes Tribunal in 1967, they were greeted with considerable ridicule or indifference, but the record of the Tribunal's proceedings is today vindicated. Now the magnitude of the horror is unfolding, and a new duty presents itself.… I am asking you, therefore, to use the full authority of your high office to propose the creation of an International War Crimes Commission to hear all the relevant evidence and to pronounce solemnly upon it. It is within your power to help stamp out war crimes, and I earnestly beg you to seize this opportunity on behalf of all mankind. Notice that Russell does not suggest a "tribunal" but a "commission", a word that should have been used from the beginning, which could have prevented a lot of misunderstandings about what the "Tribunal" developed into. U Thant answered on 26 December: "I have given careful consideration to your suggestion that I might propose the creation of an International War Crimes Commission in this context. However, I feel that it would not be proper for me to make such a proposal.… I am following the developments very closely and will be in touch with you again when the situation warrants" (ra 320.182110).
The first time I have found Russell mentioning a war crimes tribunal is in a press statement (ra2 320.183186) dated 14 January 1966, which starts: "The United States has perpetrated every atrocity which would come under the purview of a War Crimes Tribunal" and Russell said: "The Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation is setting up a War Crimes Tribunal for the purpose of publicly denouncing the criminal actions of American imperialism in Vietnam, which include the use of chemicals, gas, weapons, dismemberment, torture, and indiscriminate bombing of hospitals, clinics, schools and defenseless villages."
The first time English-speaking Vietnamese heard about Russell's plans seems to have been in a message from Russell to the people of South Vietnam on Radio Hanoi, broadcast on 24 May 1966: "We are preparing a War Crimes Tribunal which will place on trial, in their absence, Johnson, McNamara, Rusk, Lodge and the other criminals responsible for the gas and chemicals, the torture and the mutilation, the napalm and the lazy dogs, the terrible bombardments and the savage treatment of the people of Vietnam for twelve years" (ra2 220.148489). Americans were told about it in Russell's An Appeal to the American Conscience in July, and the news was soon published in several languages.
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If we now look at the iwct document by Schoenman, "Private Memorandum to Professor Schwartz", we can follow the development of the idea according to him: "In August and September, concrete proposals for a War Crimes Tribunal were advanced to members of the National Liberation Front in Helsinki. These were warmly received." The meeting here referred to is the World Congress for Peace, National Independence, and Universal Disarmament, which took place in Helsinki, 10-15 July 1965. At this meeting Schoenman's behaviour caused a minor uproar, when he, among other things, accused the Soviet Union of not supporting the Vietnamese enough. He was equipped with a message from Russell, 30 but he also delivered his own. Tariq Tate states in addition: "Schoenman became a key speaker in our meetings in the build-up to the founding of the vsc, and we organized many press conferences for him so that he could report what he had seen in his travels" (2: 74). Tate has a lot of interesting things to say about the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign, which had its beginning on 20 December 1965 at a meeting 30 The brpf mimeo by Russell is titled "Statement for World Congress of Peace at Helsinki" dated 8 July 1965 (ra1 220.026800 ) and published in the Daily Worker, London, 12 July 1965, p. 3. (See B&R C65.31.) 31 International Conference for the Liquidation of Foreign Military Bases held in Jakarta, Indonesia in 1965, 10-15 October. convened by the brpf to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the formation of the nlf. 32 On the platform were Coates, Lane, Miliband and Schoenman, who, at the conclusion of a long and detailed description of the us's horrifying brutality against the Vietnamese people, called for the British Left to organize a campaign against the war by mobilizing opposition on the streets and setting up of an international tribunal to look into American war crimes (2: 71).
In his speech Schoenman said: "We shall prepare a War Crimes Tribunal, which will have as its object a definitive indictment of the us Government's atrocities and those responsible for them " (ra2 380.175053) . This seems to be the first time any member of the brpf officially and publicly mentioned the preparations of a War Crimes Tribunal. But he did not mention that the brpf got the idea for it from Arnoni in March 1965, who again called for one in a speech at Berkeley in October the same year.
In order to give due credit to Arnoni, I have to provide the reader with the result of my investigations. This is how the idea about an International War idea of trying American pilots for war crimes to the idea of an International War Tribunal that could be more objective and beyond undue partisanship:
The last doubt about the propriety of North Vietnam's intention to try captured u.s. pilots as war criminals would be removed if the judges were recruited internationally rather than from the ranks of North Vietnamese judiciary. Such an International Tribunal would have even a broader base than that of Nuremberg's International Military Tribunal, which consisted exclusively of representatives of the complaining powers. The new tribunal could consist of renowned jurists, philosophers and political scientists from many nations, wielding tremendous moral power.
The scope of the trial should be broadened to encompass the Vietnam war. The chief accused should be Lyndon Baines Johnson and his aides. They should be tried for crimes against peace, war crimes, and crimes against humanity, as defined in the Charter of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg. (Quoted in Dr. Corliss Lamont's letter to President Johnson, elsewhere in this issue [of TMO] .)
The Tribunal would have to make every deliberate effort to ensure a fair trial by securing so wide a range of evidence and testimony as would exhaust every known theory and version of the origins and chronicles of the Vietnam war. While it is obvious that the Tribunal would at once be stigmatized by the u.s. and its backers as a biased propaganda effort of the friends of North Vietnam and the National Liberation Front, prominent individuals and numerous groups would, nonetheless, be available to argue before the court the innocence of the accused.
The sentences could not be executed. This notwithstanding, a precedent would be set for trying and sentencing war criminals even without the final defeat of their war machinery.
A mammoth organizational effort would be required to make a trial possible. Conducted on a non-governmental level, it would take the joint energies of peace groups all over the world. Yet, this may be a worthwhile investment if it powerfully amplified mankind's outrage at the genocidal war in progress.
After some deliberation about the principle of individual responsibility and the overwhelming amount of evidence of war crimes being committed by the Americans in Vietnam, he brings up a petition for the impeachment of President Johnson, which is, supposedly, reproduced elsewhere in that same issue. But, when you turn to page 27, you'll find the following information within a centered frame on an otherwise blank page:
For reasons beyond our control a petition, which was supposed to be printed on this page has been deleted.
Arnoni realized that it was a bad idea for many reasons and adds "we therefore consider the impeachment demand merely an opportunity for protest, not an actual challenge of the President." He then finishes with saying:
This publication has championed the idea of an International Tribunal for criminal leaders since June 1962. The war crimes perpetrated since by the u.s. invaders in Vietnam add urgency to such an undertaking. We hope that a tribunal will be constituted to try the whole pyramid of officials responsible for the Vietnam tragedy. In the absence of such an initiative, we cannot but welcome North Vietnam's decision to try the captured u.s. pilots while simultaneously pleading that their lives be spared.
A closer look at the 1962 suggestion, "Let's Try the World War iii Criminals", shows that one big difference is that the 1962 idea says that all the major politicians should be indicted, like Norman Birnbaum's idea from 1959 that Clark discusses.
33 I have contacted Birnbaum who said that he not only had had no contacts with Arnoni but didn't know who he was. Although at Nuremberg only the aggressors were on trial, Arnoni suggested that there be two tribunals, one in which leaders from the West are on trial and one in which the leaders from the East are on trial. The idea is that from such proceedings, people from both sides could draw their own conclusions, which might be against their own governments. The general outline is far from clear, but it differs in important ways from how the Russell Tribunal materialized and from what Arnoni himself later proposed.
In the July 1966 issue Arnoni announces the plans for "The War Crimes Tribunal":
Being the originator of a war crimes tribunal is a sad source of satisfaction. Yet, unless u.s. war crimes occasion public outrage of the kind expressed at Nuremberg after World War ii, man is in danger of forgetting morality. We are therefore satisfied that Bertrand Russell has responded to the public and private urgings of this publication [ 
vi. after the tribunal
The longest chapter in Tate's book is "The Russell International War Crimes Tribunal". In a letter to Isaac Deutscher (who gets a chapter of his own because he and his wife became friends of Ernie and Jess, but mostly because he was such an important peace-keeping member of the Tribunal until his untimely death between the sessions in Sweden and Denmark), Russell writes "the iwct should remain in existence so that in the future, when war crimes may again be committed, we shall have the opportunity, if we wish, to reconvene even after our judgment with respect to Vietnam." To understand the significance of Russell's remark, we have to know that after the Nuremberg trials (there were thirteen of them) were over, the un General Assembly created an International Law Commission in 1948 for the "promotion of the progressive development of international law and its codification". Although the Commission had annual meetings throughout the Cold War, no one was really interested in creating an International Criminal Court at that time. Russell's iwct can been seen as an attempt to fill this void, which did not happen on a regular basis until July 2002 when the International Criminal Court (icc) started its work in the Hague.
The irony, as Tate points out, was that the League of Arab Nations had turned to the Tribunal asking them to investigate whether Israel had committed war crimes in the Six-Day War (5-10 June 1967), but Russell had to turn their demand down because it might lead to a public display of differences within in the Tribunal. Sartre was pro-Israel while Russell was supportive of the Palestinians (2: 143-4).
There is much more of interest in Tate's book for Russell scholars interested in the iwct, e.g. his understanding of the tension between its offices in Paris and London. The book also includes two interesting appendices: "Transcript of Speeches, Isaac Deutscher Memorial Meeting, Mahatma Gandhi Hall, September 22, 1967, London" with speeches by Miliband, Daniel Singer, Horowitz, Perry Anderson, Marcel Liebman, K. S. Karol and Lawrence Daly, and "Secret Police Report about the vsc and the 27th October 1968 demonstration", which Tate uses to show how the police were in collusion with the government, major corporations and the media to distort the truth and commit the crime of silence, which Russell and all who worked with him tried to prevent.
In his recent doctoral thesis, " 'A New Kind of War': the Nuremberg Principles and the Vietnam War, 1964-68", 35 Luke Stewart has a whole chapter on the Russell Tribunal. He has gone through a lot of the now available sources that reveal that The iwct got a lot of bad press in the us after Russell had announced his The informer writes about the origins of the brpf and the Trotskyist influence and about Schoenman: "The daily business of the Foundation is entirely in the hands of Ralph Schoenman.… In practice he now controls the brpf, the Atlantic Foundation and the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign (which is run from his private address), freely making use of Lord Russell's name in publicity" (p. 2). In the last section "Conclusion" we read: "Despite the use which the brpf makes of Bertrand Russell's name, it is isolated on the extreme left and distrusted by democratic Socialists and most Communists because of its Trotskyist associations. Although it has achieved some publicity abroad (and publicity is a major objective of the War Crimes Tribunal), the Foundation attracts little attention at home.… The brpf is in fact almost the only organization in Britain which openly supports the National Liberation Front and calls for a Communist military victory in Vietnam" (p. 3, ra rec. acq. 1, 724) .
plans in June 1966. 37 Then in connection with the official launching of the Tribunal in November, its purpose had shifted more to being a commission of inquiry like the Dewey Commission, or "grand jury", which Schoenman mentions in his foreword to Against the Crime of Silence. Since the words "tribunal" and "trial" were being used in the media, very few noticed the shift from "trial" to "inquiry", of which there already had been a few but by different concerned groups. However, a closer look at the published proceedings of the Tribunal shows that Russell's contributions were wholly consistent with the view that the purpose of the Tribunal was to present evidence that the us had committed crimes specified at the Nuremberg Trials. However, in his "Opening Statement to the Second Session", Russell states: "We are not judges. We are witnesses. Our task is to make mankind bear witness to these terrible crimes and to unite humanity on the side of justice" (Duffett, p. 315) . And Sartre says in his "Inaugural Statement to the Tribunal":
"What a strange tribunal: a jury and no judge!" It is true: we are only a jury, we have neither the power to condemn nor the power to acquit anybody. Therefore, no prosecution. There will not even be strictly speaking a prosecution case. Maître Matarasso, president of the legal commission is going to read you a list of charges which will take the place of a prosecution case. We, the jury, at the end of the session, will have to pronounce on these charges: are they well-founded or not? But the judges are everywhere: they are the peoples of the world, and in particular the American people. It is for them that we are working.
38
I'm not sure if Russell, Sartre, Schoenman and the official documents were in agreement. The texts are open to different interpretations, but as the document in note 29 shows: "publicity is a major objective of the War Crimes Tribunal".
On the whole Johnson's initiatives seem to have worked, or at least not made things worse for him, but there are other factors to take into consideration if we want to understand the reception and influence of the Russell Tribunal, like the time that elapsed between the last session and the publication of its proceedings. Its findings were supported by the news of the My Lai Massacre in November 1969, three months before Russell reluctantly left this 37 In Strid för Freden Eriksson, Limqueco and Torsson talk about "krigsförbrytartribu-nal" which translates to "war criminal tribunal", and they also used this word in translating Russell where he talks about a "war crimes tribunal". This probably added to the confusion regarding the purpose of the tribunal. 
